
Who is the big farm animal 
that eats grass and makes 

cheese and yogurt? 
I am a cow.

I am a horse.

Who is the animal that 
makes sweaters?

Who is an animal that helps 
to move heavy things 

around the farm?

I am a sheep.

Who is a tool that cuts the 
wheat in the field? 

I am a farm tool called       
a scythe.

Who is a tool that digs into 
the dirt with a sharp edge?

 

I am a farm tool called       
a spade or shovel.



Who is a farm machine that 
tills up the earth to get it 

ready for planting?

Who is an animal that 
scratches up the earth  
with its sharp claws?

Who is a farm machine  
that moves heavy things 

around the farm?

Who is a farm animal that 
eats bugs, like slugs, and 

lives near the water?

I am a farm machine   
called a rototiller.

Who is a farm animal     
that digs up the earth   

with its big snout?

I am a chicken.

I am a duck.

I am a farm machine   
called a tractor.

I am a pig.



Who is a farm machine  
that cuts and harvests    

the grain?

I am a farm machine   
called a combine.

Who is a farm animal     
that likes to browse  
around the farm?

Who is the building where 
the farmer stores all of   
his grain for the winter?

Who is a farm machine that 
spreads the manure and 
fertilizer on the farm?

Who is a farm animal    
that helps to herd          

the animals?

I am a goat.

I am a farm building   
called a silo.

I am a farm machine called 
a fertilizer spreader.

I am a sheepdog.



Who is a farm machine that 
helps make the holes for 

the seeds?

Who is a person that  
grows the vegetables       

on the farm?

Who is the person that 
milks the cows, sheep      

or goats?

I am a farm machine called 
a planting machine.

I am a gardener.

I am the milker.
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